# Index

**a**
- adjuvant-induced arthritis (AIA) 84
- Affymetrix arrays 13
  - steps 16
- Affymetrix gene chips 5, 6, 16
- agglomerative clustering merging process 28
- Akaike information criterion (AIC) 258
- aminoacyl–tRNA biosynthesis 369
- ANOVA data analysis 51
- antisense pathway 369
- aortic lesion network 75
- *Arabidopsis thaliana* isoprenoid pathway 149
- area under the curve (AUC) 124
- average-cost-per-stage approach 233, 239

**b**
- Bayesian approaches 308
- Bayesian Dirichlet equivalent (BDE) 86
- Bayesian hierarchical model 359
- Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 86
- Bayesian MCMC approach 359
- Bayesian networks (BNs) 33, 36, 102 106, 244
  - Gaussian BGe scoring metric 110
  - genetic tests 56
  - graphical representation 37
  - inference algorithms 84
  - scoring metrics 109
  - theory of 84
- Bayesian scoring metrics 86
- Bellman’s equation 233
- best-fit extensions 216
- bilayer verification 63
- Boolean model 83
- bootstrap method 348
- bottom-up approach 243
  - fundamental problems 244
- breast cancer data set 371

**c**
- canine data set 361
- cell wall biosynthesis 407
- chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan 2 93
- chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP-chip) data 143
  - DNA chip 331
  - experiments 16
- chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) 285
  - results for 298
- classification and regression tree (CART) methods 144
- coefficient of determination (CoD) 216
- coexpression network methods 32
- completed partially directed acyclic graphs (CPDAGs) 108
- conditional probability table (CPT) 86
connected components (CC) 39
context-sensitive PBN 213, 214, see also probabilistic Boolean networks
– transition probability of 223
covariance graph 104, 145
covariance selection model, see Gaussian precision graph model
cross validation (CV) 148, 373
cytometry data 127
cytoskeletal process 405
delayed stochastic simulation algorithm 171, 178
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 169
– significance 169
depth first search (DFS) algorithm 39
deterministic Boolean network methods 32
diabetes data set 371
differential equation model 83, 206
differentially regulated genetic networks 272
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) 52, 107, 108
directed graph evaluation (DGE) 122
discounted approach 230
discrete exogenous variables 247
DNA chip 243
DNA methylations 163
DNA microarray chip 387
DNA probe 14
double-strand breaks (DSBs) 195
dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) 83
– application 92
– data pair-up 91
ECM-related transcripts 95
ENCODE Project 10–11
entropy maximization, concept of 386
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 371
epigenomic markers 163
error-correcting graph matching 294
Escherichia coli 3, 174
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 33
– augmented data 33
– complete data 33
– incomplete data 33
explanatory variables, see independent variables
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) 11
faithful probability distribution 57
false discovery rate (FDR) 32, 349
fibroblast growth factor receptor 93
fitting probability 263
Floyd–Warshall algorithm 39
Fourier spectrum 185
Fourier transform 29
functional response model 156
functional significance score (FSS) 313
Gaussian distributions 397
Gaussian graphic model (GGM) 35, 104, 146, 160
– disadvantage of 105
– network inference 145
Gaussian precision graph model 146
gene activity profile (GAP) 209
gene-by-gene approach 145
gene clustering algorithm, goals 32
gene expression
– computational methods 163
– statistical methods 163
– stochastic nature 172
gene expression omnibus (GEO) 43
gene–gene interaction 52, 245, 267
gene–gene networks 51
gene list prefiltering 89
gene networks 48, 51, 102, 143, 170, 216, 223, 385
gene ontology 308
generalized least squares (GLS) 257
generalized linear model (GLM) 162
gene regulation models 205, 207
  – Bayesian networks 207
  – graph models 207
gene regulatory networks (GRNs) 170, 180, 206
 genetic algorithms (GAs) 259
genome-sequencing projects 2
genome-wide expression profiles 144
giant connected component (GCC) 39
global greedy method 87
gold-standard network 122
graph 31, 37, 44, 53, 60, 84, 402, 106, 122, 145, 289, 292, 296, 311, 403
graph edit distance (GED) 294
  – statistical significance of 297
graph similarity 292, 295
graphical Gaussian models (GGMs) 102

h
Hessian matrix 253
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 93
heuristic search methods 87
  – inference score 88
hierarchical clustering methods 27
  – bottom-up 27
  – top-down 27
high-density arrays 10
higher order interactions 395
human genome project 205
hybridization 3, 4

i
independent variables 245
inferelator 144
inflammatory diseases 366
in situ synthesis methods 7, 8
invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) 271
invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) 271

k
Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic 355
Kroneker delta function 211

l
Lagrange parameters 391
Lasso-EM algorithm 153
linear Gaussian distribution 126
local causal discovery (LCD) algorithms 57
  – prior work 60
local quadratic approximation algorithm 158
low density protein (LDL) pathway 363
lowess normalization method 16

m
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 112
  – structure learning 113
Markov cluster (MCL) algorithm 311
Markov property 54, 212
Markov random field (MRF) approach 161
maskless photolithography 7
mathematical network models 206
maximum likelihood estimators 251
  – asymptotic properties of 254
mean square error (MSE) 105
melanoma application 220, 227, 235
Mendelian genes 285
messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) 4, 205
metabolic oscillations 398
methyerythritol 4-phosphate (MEP) pathway 149
mevalonate (MVA) pathway 149
microarray gene expression data 145, 151, 160
  – network information 160
microarray (MA) 1, 5, 11
  – plot 15
  – uses of 8
microarray time course (MTC) 144
modeling genetic networks, structural equations for 260
modeling single gene expression 186
module finding algorithm (MOFA) 332, 334
– advantages of 344
– pseudocode of 349
module-membership indicators 152
module-organized network 321
mouse segmentation clock data 46
multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot 365
multiple myeloma (MM) tissue 269
multiple-step elongation process 172, 174
multiple time-delayed stochastic event, modeling gene expression as 179
multivariate adaptive smoothing splines (MARS) 144
mutagen methane sulfonate (MMS) 218
mutual cluster 27

network analysis 398
– biological interpretation of 404
– nature of the 400
– polishing of the data 399
network constrained (NC) clustering 32
– method 39
– results 40
network constrained distance matrix 39
network intervention 221
network models
– Bayesian network 36
– Boolean network 34
– coexpression network 35
– co-occurrence network 37
Newton–Raphson algorithm 252
Newton–Raphson iterations 148
NimbleGen approach, advantages 7
non-Markovian events 179
Northern blot 4
Notch signaling pathway 301
novel theory, bilayer verification 62
nucleic acid interactions 10
Nyquist theorem 209

o
oligo synthesis technology 13
optimal intervention algorithm 223
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 171
ordinary least square (OLS) methods 255
original control-theoretic approach 223
oxidative phosphorylation 375

p
P53–Mdm2 feedback loop network 194
pathological pathways 288
perfect match probes 7
photolithography mask 6
physical interaction approach 156
Poisson distribution 176
policy iteration procedure 231
position-specific weight matrix (PSWM) 156
posttranscriptional modifications 170
posttranslation protein modifications 174
principle component analysis (PCA) 89
principle of optimality 226
probabilistic Boolean networks 210, 216
– gene regulation with 207
– instantaneously random PBN 214
– with random perturbation 213
probabilistic functional network 310
– construction of 310
– modules discovered from 314
probability distribution 387
probe design 12
projection to latent structures (PLS) 89
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) 407
promoter–transcription factor complex 184
protein chip 243
protein function annotation 310
protein kinase A (PKA) 399
– signaling pathways 406
protein interactions, see nucleic acid interactions
protein–DNA binding activities 163
protein–protein interactions 307, 308
reversible-jump Markov-chain-Monte-Carlo (RJMCMC) sampling technique 216
rheumatoid arthritis 84
ribosomal protein gene hub 408
ribosome binding site (RBS) 180, 183
ribosome stalk 405
– Rpp1A 405
robust multichip average (RMA) 16
quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping strategies 51
quasi-genetic networks 244, 245
radial basis function (RBF) 217
RAF protein signaling pathway 102, 120
random Boolean networks approach 200
random forests
– algorithm of 379
– classification 356
– regression 358
random greedy 87, 88
rank-based methods 29
real data set, application to 149
realistic nonlinear simulation 127
receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve 124
recursive v-structure location (RVL) 58, 61
recursive v-structure verification (RVV) 58
regression model 359
regulator-regulated gene interactions 265
regulatory modules, methods for 151
relevance networks 103
– method 103
retinal gene expression data 43
reverse engineering regulatory networks 103, 215, 216
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 84, 101, 262, 309, 385
Scarff–Bloom–Richardson method 271
serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) 19
Shannon’s theory of information 386
sigmoid function 333
signal transduction 120
simultaneous equations 245
siRNA-based intervention 52
Sjogren-Larsson syndrome 406
smoothing spline method 157
sparse regression mixture modeling (SRMM) approach 144
spotted microarrays 6
stacking interaction 3
static Bayesian network (SBN) 83
stationary policy 228
stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) 171, 176
structural equations, see simultaneous equations
support vector machine (SVM) 373
system-level modeling 207
system states 209
target of rapamycin (TOR) 399
temporal relationship identification algorithm (TRIA) 332, 333
threshold gradient descent (TGD) approach 146
Index

– regularization 146
toggle switch (TS) 171, 190
– bistability of 190
top-down approach, disadvantages 244
TOR signaling pathway 406
trace plot diagnostics 114
transcriptional modules 151
transcriptional networks 155
– inference 155
transcriptional regulatory module (TRM) 331
transcription factor genes 41
transition-sequence equivalence 119
two-stage least square method 255
– estimation 256
– reduce form 256
tumor protein (TCTP) gene 409

\textbf{u}

undirected dependency graph (UDG) 286, 289
undirected graph evaluation (UGE) 122
unperturbed probability distribution function 396
unweighted least squares (ULS) 257
urokinase-type plasminogen activator 93

\textbf{v}

value iteration procedure 231
v-structure test 68
– estimating false-positive rates for 70
– mechanics of 69

\textbf{w}

Wick’s theorem 397

\textbf{y}

yeast galactose metabolism pathway 40
– enzyme genes 41
– transcription factor genes 41
– transporter genes 41
yeast gene interaction network 320
yeast stress data set, application to 154
yeast two-hybrid interactions 101